The application of the Internet of Things has produced large amounts of data in different scenarios, which are accompanied with problems, such as consistency and integrity violations. Existing research on dealing with data availability violations is insufficient. In this work, the detection and repair of data availability violations (DRAV) framework is proposed to detect and repair data violations in Internet of Things with a distributed parallel computing environment. DRAV uses algorithms in the MapReduce programming framework, and these include detection and repair algorithms based on enhanced conditional function dependency for data consistency violation, MapJoin, and ReduceJoin algorithms based on master data for k-nearest neighbor-based integrity violation detection, and repair algorithms. Experiments are conducted to determine the effect of the algorithms. Results show that DRAV improves data availability in Internet of Things compared with existing methods by detecting and repairing violations.
Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) connect multiple information producers with sensors and actuators. Then, these producers collect and transmit surrounding information based on application demands. IoT encounters many problems as it develops. The terminal sensing devices of IoT are mostly used in areas with harsh environments, and the application scenarios are complex. To some extent, the trust rank of the data in an IoT system determines how extensively the system can be used. The data generated by IoT are multi-sourced. Thus, they are challenging to process accurately. Given that data with low availability are collected, Cisco has increased the number of factors that could lead to IoT failure. 1 Data availability and trustworthiness must be enhanced to meet the application requirements of real-time IoT.
Data availability describes the availability of data in business processes. The degree of data availability directly affects the results of business analyses. Invalid and erroneous data interfere with the regular operation of business workflow, inevitably reducing the availability of entity information. Data availability can be assessed from five aspects, namely, consistency, accuracy, integrity, timeliness, and entity identity. Concerning violations in IoT, data availability is described primarily by analyzing consistency and School of Computer Science and Technology, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, China integrity performance. Data consistency means that the relevant information in the data information system is compatible and does not cause conflicts. Data integrity means that the data sets contain data that fully satisfy the requirements for performing various operations on the data. Our work mainly investigates data consistency and integrity and considers the detection and repair of violation elements in data sets. Distributed computing divides the problem solved into many small parts, distributes the parts to many computers for processing, and combines the calculation results to obtain the outcome. Existing methods for data availability in IoT [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] are not described in the distributed programming model, and only a few implementations have been made for the detection and repair of distributed data availability violations. Data availability violations are random and unpredictable and cannot be quickly resolved by distributed problem-solving. The concurrency and multi-distribution of the parallel environment in IoT complicate the problem of data availability violation in detection and repair.
In this article, we investigate the issue of data availability violations in IoT and propose the detection and repair of data availability violations (DRAV) framework to detect and repair these violations. To address the shortcomings of conditional functional dependency (CFD), DRAV proposes a semantic extension of CFD and corresponding solutions in terms of data consistency. DRAV improves the existing algorithm using the clustering method and proposes a strategy to detect and repair data integrity violations. For distributed application scenarios, DRAV proposes algorithms in the MapReduce programming framework, including the consistency violation detection and repair algorithm based on enhanced conditional functional dependencies (xCFDs), MapJoin, and ReduceJoin algorithms based on primary data, and a processing algorithm that deals with integrity violations based on k-nearest neighbor (k-NN).
The main contributions of this article are as follows:
1. The proposed xCFD extends existing functional dependencies, integrates high-quality data into the logic system of CFD, and further enhances the ability to detect and repair data consistency violations by eliminating conflicts. 2. An improved k-NN algorithm is used to automatically calculate the best value of k, which improves the performance in data integrity violation detection and repair. 3. The distributed solution of detecting and repairing data availability violations in IoT is realized by designing related algorithms in the MapReduce programming framework.
Related work
This section summarizes the current research on data consistency, data integrity, and violations in data availability. The detection and repair of data consistency and integrity errors in IoT are focused as follows.
Data consistency
Data consistency is an essential sub-property of data availability. Improper design of the data model and integration of multiple data sources may lead to data inconsistency. Data consistency involves expressing the data of a data set and related theoretical issues, and it lays the foundation for the judgment, detection, and repair of data consistency errors. Research results on the theoretical system of data consistency can be divided into two categories: data consistency theory based on semantic rules and statistical methods. 8 The research focuses on the theory of data consistency based on semantic rules, in which CFD is one of the classical theories. An improved mechanism called CFD 9 was proposed based on functional dependency (FD). The problem of computing the smallest tuple set to delete the original data in the process of evaluating data consistency has been studied and proven to be non-deterministic polynomial complete (NP-C). Besides, CFDs implement data constraints by binding specific values and expressing data consistency semantics. Compared with classical FD, CFD performs better in conditional expression. Thus, many studies have used CFD. Bohannon et al. 10 presented a method of consistency error detection for SQL data based on CFD. The method has been widely used in data cleaning. Fan et al. 11 proposed an algorithm for mining CFDs in data sets. The algorithm has been used to generate CFDs automatically. Miao et al. 12 systematically studied the problem of data consistency determination using CFD and measured the consistency quality of data sets. The ratio of the tuples in the most substantial subset of the rule set that satisfies CFD to the tuple number of the data set. These researchers also studied the computational complexity and approximation of the problem. Zhou and Bu 13 proposed an improved strategy for existing cleaning schemes, including introducing support to mining dependency rules and presented approximate functional dependency. Moreover, the application of CFD in data cleaning systems in the general domain has been studied. Yang 14 reported that the editing rules supplement the expressive ability of CFDs. Based on CFDs, Jin et al. 15 introduced a series of external knowledge bases, including hard, quantitative, equivalent, and non-equivalent constraints, to assist the expression of consistency constraint rules. Based on CFDs and external knowledge bases, they proposed an incremental data consistency error detection and repair algorithm. Salem and Abdo 16 presented editing rules to supplement the application of the expressive ability of FD. Extended conditional functional dependencies 17 (eCFDs) can express the semantics of 0 and 0 , 0 or 0 , and 0 unequal 0 , thereby enhancing the ability of CFD to express constraints. They are in line with the actual data application scenario. Moreover, the definition of extended functional dependency rules has been formally proposed.
Data integrity
Data integrity is another essential sub-property of data availability. When humans input errors, the absence of non-vacancy constraints and attribute recognition of semi-structured data may lead to data integrity loss. Most of the studies on the detection and repair of data integrity errors focused on filling missing values. Filling data sources can be divided into internal and external. The internal data source includes the data set being detected and repaired, and the external data source includes the data source of other business systems or the data in the network.
Liu et al. 18 studied the problem of data integrity determination and proposed a measurement model of data integrity. The model proved that the problem of data integrity determination is NP-C. Afterward, the researchers proposed an optimization-based integrity determination algorithm. For the algorithm to apply to the processing of large amounts of data, they also proposed an approximation algorithm for big data. Razniewski and Nutt 19 studied the problem of determining the integrity of geographic data and improved relevant decision algorithms. A method to determine the data integrity of the time series 20 was proposed. Emrann et al. 21, 22 developed data integrity assessment measures for microbial genome databases. Libkin 23 studied the theoretical basis of filling missing values. Farooq et al. 24 provided a well-defined security architecture as a confidentiality of the user's privacy and integrity, which could result in the architecture's wide adoption by masses. Several studies [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] used the method of filling in internal values. Hao et al. 30 proposed a filling algorithm based on double clustering. Concerning external data filling, some studies 31, 32 investigated the problem of filling missing values with data on the network. A method of filling missing values using internal and external data sources 33 was proposed. To minimize the number of network queries, Li et al. 34 developed a method of filling missing values for network data, with the number of queries as the goal.
Detection and repair of data availability violations
With the increase in data volume, this research on data consistency focuses on centralized relational data sets.
Theoretical studies on distributed and non-relational data sets are few. However, in recent years, an increasing number of researchers have focused on improving the data quality of large data sets.
Most existing studies are based on the theory system of derivative self-functional dependency and aimed at structured data. An algorithm of distributed multifunctional dependency conflict detection was proposed in a previous work. 35 Fan et al. 36 presented an incremental online algorithm for detecting data consistency errors in distributed databases. Other studies 37, 38 developed MapReduce algorithms for consistency error detection and repair of data files using CFD in the Hadoop environment. An algorithm that extends the stand-alone offline method for batch data 39 was proposed for the Hadoop platform. Yang et al. 40 optimized a series of big data algorithms based on task merging and MapReduce. Ding et al. 41 studied the relationship among the five sub-properties of data availability and pointed out that integrity errors may be repaired in three dimensions: attribute values, tuples, and data tables. The filled data may have inconsistent errors, which may lead to the violation of the consistency constraint after repair.
Therefore, the repair of integrity violations is not entirely related to data consistency. However, the repair operation of consistency errors modifies data that violate the semantic rules into data that satisfy the consistency constraints. It does not delete the data to avoid introducing missing values that lead to integrity errors.
Detection and repair of consistency violation
Based on CFD and eCFD theories, this section defines the xCFD rule to address the limitations caused by the limited set of discrete value constraints and describes the consistency violation detection and conflict elimination algorithm based on xCFDs.
Definition and properties of xCFDs and main data CFD, as the basis of subsequent consistency theory, belongs to the consistency theory system based on semantic rules. CFD enhances the semantics of FD commonly used in relational schemes. For relational schema R X 0 ! Y 0 ð Þ , all attribute sets in R can be denoted as attr(R), and a set of CFD rules in R can be denoted as u : The data with benchmark nature is usually referred to as the main data. As shown in Figure 1 , the main data generally has high quality, long data life cycle, low data update frequency, and small data volume. These attributes can be used to detect data errors and directly guide the repair of data errors. The author formally defines main data in the dimension of consistency. Besides, the author considers the relation R in attr R ð Þ and its instance data set D. Functional dependency set F exists in R. If no violation of any functional dependency f : X ! Y occurs between tuples in D, then D represents the main data.
As shown in the conversion example in Figure 2 , for each FD of a data set, a corresponding CFD rule table containing only constant values can be generated. Conversely, the number of rule tuples in a rule table is similar to the number of tuples in a data set. In addition to consistency, the main data also have integrity, timeliness, and accuracy. Here, the main data are integrated into the system of CFDs, and the compatibility of CFDs in xCFDs is used to make it convertible. The error tuples are processed by the repair method of xCFDs.
The modification of attributes in each tuple is considered in the repair proposals. When a unit group violation occurs, other irrelevant attribute values in the tuple do not affect the repair proposals. Under known rules, the proposed modification is to change the constant in the tuple against the attribute value to the constant selected in the rule. When multiple violations occur, the minimum modification method under FD constraints aggregates and groups the same X values. And all tuples in the same group have the same values for all attributes of FD. If different y attributes exist in tuples at this time, then FD is violated. These minimal repair proposals for unit and multigroup violations consider only one rule tuple in xCFDs. In the actual repair process, the repair recommended values may be in conflict with one other.
The concept of equivalence class is introduced to constrain the logical consistency of repair operations. 39 For relational schema R and its data set D, an equivalence class E contains binaries, such as t, r ð Þ, where t 2 D and r 2 X [ Y . Thus, every attribute of each tuple in D has its corresponding equivalence class denoted as e t, r ð Þ. The semantics of repair operations under equivalence classes is as follows: a repair target value is assigned to the equivalence classes that detect errors, and DRAV uses prop e t, r ð Þ ð Þto represent the repair recommendation value in the equivalence class e t, r ð Þ. A simple CFD is used to illustrate the role of equivalence classes in resolving the conflict of repair proposals. There exist CFD rule R :
½ and t 2 Y ½ belong to the same equivalence class. As shown in Figure 3 , when two equivalent classes are the same, a conflict-free recommendation value needs to be selected for the equivalent class.
The values in the rule table of CFDs can only be a specific constant or an undefined variable. CFDs cannot interfere when we express the 0 or 0 semantics in the real world. For this reason, eCFDs can describe many patterns and express abundant semantic information. 17 The formal definition of eCFD is as follows: for relational schema R X 0 ! Y 0 ð Þ , all attribute sets in R are denoted as attr R ð Þ, and an eCFD rule in R is in the form of u : 
½ denotes the value of attribute A in the rule tuple. t A ½ is either an undefined variable '' -'', S, or S of a set, where S is a finite subset of dom(A) of attribute A.
When the semantics rules of 0 or 0 in continuous values are expressed in the real world, the following expression requirements can be used. CFDs and eCFDs are impossible to express with appropriate eCFDs and corresponding rule tables. For this reason, DRAV defines xCFD rules to address the limitation of eCFDs to a finite set of discrete values constrained by set conditions.
The definition of xCFDs is as follows: for relational schema R X 0 ! Y 0 ð Þ , all attribute sets in R are attr R ð Þ, and an xCFD rule u in R is a triple (R :
The first item R : X ! Y denotes the FD of the standard, which contains the left and right attributes that need to be added to the constraint rules (X and Y are not necessarily the same as the original X 0 and Y 0 due to the fine semantic granularity). Similar to eCFDs, T p denotes a rule 
½ denotes the value of attribute A in a rule tuple. t A ½ is either a set S or an undefined variable 0 Ã 0 , where S is a valid subset of the domain dom(A) of attribute A.
As shown in Table 1 , an example of an xCFD rule is shown as follows:
The semantics of t p 1 is that when t½A 2 a1, a2 ð and t E ½ 2 e 1 , e 2 , e 3 f g , t F ½ must be f 1 or f 2 , t G ½ = g 1 , and the values of D and E depend on the values of A, B, and C. The semantics of t p 2 is that when
The value of D depends on the values of A and C. From the perspective of semantics and forms, xCFDs and eCFDs are the same. The enhancement of xCFDs' expressive ability to deal with constraints lies in the following: the value of t A ½ in eCFDs can only be a finite discrete value or an undefined variable, and the value of t A ½ in xCFDs can be close to the actual 0 set 0 , which can contain any number of continuous intervals and the union of any number of discrete values.
The definition of xCFDs indicates that their semantic expression ability is stronger than that of eCFDs and CFDs, and for CFD and eCFD rules, corresponding expressions in xCFDs exist. To illustrate the conversion from CFD to xCFD rules, DRAV describes the conversion of CFDs to eCFDs and eCFDs to xCFDs in turn.
From these definitions and semantics, for any CFD rule R : X ! Y , T p À Á and any item t 2 T p in its rule 
For only one rule tuple CFD
generated after the conversion is shown in Figure 4 . The definition and semantics indicate that for any eCFD rule R e : X ! Y e , Y ep , T ep À Á , the only xCFD rule Figure 3 . Process for merging equivalence classes.
For eCFD
Á generated after the conversion is shown in Figure 5 . In summary, classical and eCFD rules can be fully expressed in xCFDs. Thus, the subsequent consistency detection and repair schemes are applicable.
Research on consistency based on xCFDs and main data
The data consistency violation detection method based on xCFDs is similar to the detection method based on eCFDs. The analogy in xCFDs is extended. For the rule tuple t p 2 T p in the xCFD rule table, the mapping f that maps the rule tuple t p to a tuple without undefined variables is defined. For any attribute A 2 X [ Y [ Y p in the attribute set, the mapping rule is that if t p A ½ is a set, then it is mapped to a constant 0 a 0 . If t p A ½ is an undefined variable 0 Ã 0 , then it is mapped to a constant in the domain dom(A) of attribute A. Many or even infinite maps of f exist, the number of which is determined by the value of t p A ½ and dom A ð Þ j j . If mapping f results in f t p À Á = t data , which is entirely consistent with the data instance t data , then the data tuple t data matching rule t p is called t data t p . In the context of xCFDs, the symbol 0 0 is used with the context of CFDs and xCFDs to represent the matching relationship between tuples and rules in xCFDs.
To specify the specific matching method of the 0 0 relation, that is, to define the matching relation between the data and rule tuple. The specific expression of xCFDs and the design scheme of the xCFD data structure in memory must be introduced first. The structure of xCFD records a rule, and multiple structure instances can constitute xCFDs. In xCFD, the data table and the left and right attributes of all the rules in it are recorded, and the corresponding values are obtained. The structure records the attribute names and values of each attribute in the left and right parts of the rule indiscriminately. The algorithm RuleMatch is proposed to detect the matching between an attribute value in a data tuple and the corresponding attribute value in a rule tuple. Thus far, DRAV uses RuleMatch to define whether or not an attribute value in the data matches an attribute value in the rule. For the tuple t 2 D, rule tuple t p 2 T p and attribute set A attr R ð Þ, if t A ½ t p A ½ is true, the expression^a 2A match t a ½ , t p a ½ À Á À Á is true. In the following sections, the concept of matching the set of attributes on tuples and the set of attributes on rule tuples is used.
Following the idea of consistency error detection under the eCFD system, we further expand the consistency violation of xCFD data tuples in xCFDs by matching left data with regular tuple data. Given the similarity of xCFDs and eCFDs in form and semantics, their detection algorithms are the same and can be divided into two cases.
1. Consistency violation of unit group composition. As shown in Table 3 can obtain all tuple IDs that violate the constraints together.
Here, we present a consistency violation detection algorithm DetectVios based on xCFDs. The algorithm initially detects and discriminates the consistency violation tuples in the execution process then performs repair operations during the iteration. Besides, DetectVios is not related to SQL. Next, we consider the issue of consistency violation repair. When only one rule exists in xCFDs and only one rule tuple is present in the rule table, a constant in the set of CFD rules can be used to provide a repair suggestion value for the attribute value violated in the wrong tuple in the case of unit group violation. In the case of multiple group violations, the attribute values that appear most frequently in each group can be used as the repair recommendation values. 39 In the rules of CFDs, constants are used only as repair suggestions because only constants are included in the rules, except for undefined variables. In xCFDs, because rules make up a set that may contain many quantities, calculating a specific constant is necessary. To be compatible with CFDs, when the number of elements in a set is 1, the semantics of CFDs is included, and the constants calculated are the only elements in the set. Therefore, the most frequently occurring amount of constraint attributes of all tuples that conform to the rule constraints can be regarded as the repair recommendation value. To this end, the algorithm PropY is established.
The method of PropY is described as follows. Among all rule-compliant tuples, the attribute that appears most frequently in the y attribute is selected. This method is simple but effective. If a value is randomly selected as the recommended value according to the frequency of each value in the freq set, then the probability distribution of the value is the frequency of each value in freq. However, the value generated by this method cannot guarantee the maximization of the repair effect measure in probability.
Consistent unit group violations can be detected and repaired in the mapping process. After the unit group detection process, multigroup violations can be detected, and whether or not the data need to be grouped can be determined. In the mapping and reduction processes of the ConsistencyRepair algorithm, the number of cases in the group is calculated according to the group marker. If the number of groups is greater than 1, then the tuple is inconsistent. In subsequent processing, for all tuples labeled right, the repair values are calculated, and the necessary conflicts are eliminated.
When the amount is small, main data can be stored directly in Hadoop's dedicated cache or memory. Thus, the join operation can be carried out in the mapping process. The MapJoin method for the repair of the map process is as follows.
When using the reduction process to realize the connection, the main data and the data to be cleaned can be read and grouped according to the attribute value on the left side of the functional dependency. The procedure of ReduceJoin reduces the list of values in the same group. It judges whether main data exist in the list or not. Others indicate that the data to be cleaned match the main data in the left part of FD. They need to be overwritten by the main data.
Conflict elimination
When a unit group violation occurs, t X ½ t p X ½ , but t y ½ 6 2 t p ½y. 0 , then conflict with the previous repair proposals exists. This conflict should be eliminated, which means that considering only the y attribute cannot eliminate the conflict. Therefore, the value of t in an attribute x in the X attribute set must be modified. An attribute in X is selected as an attribute to be modified. In the X attribute list, the attribute whose first recommended value is an undetermined variable is selected. If no such attributes exist, then the first one is selected. Therefore, the input order of the left attributes in xCFDs implies the 0 importance 0 of attributes. The more advanced the input is, the easier it is to be modified as an attribute. In existing batch repair algorithms, the 0 order 0 is determined by setting weights for attributes in CFDs. The order of occurrence is used as the order of weight to simplify the rule input in subsequent experiments and practical projects. Then, the most frequently occurring value of all tuples in this attribute is regarded as the suggested repair value for the left attribute.
Detection and repair of integrity violation
A specific detection and repair scheme for integrity violation data is provided in this section. The DevideTuples algorithm is used to detect data integrity violations. For the repair of integrity violation data, we introduce the k-NN algorithm from pattern recognition and machine learning and establish a method to select the value of k.
Integrity violation detection
The standard definition attribute value is null when the judgment condition of integrity is missing. Decision flag C cell is defined as equation (3) 
We determine null values for the following cases: strings made up of non-printable characters, null in the database, null pointers or references in programming languages, values as null and their cases, and case deformations. Generally, in practical applications, several separators are meaningless and can also be used as null values.
Based on defining the C cell function, we define the operation in C tuple as a multiplication operation. The t tuple is considered complete if and only if C tuple t ð Þ = 1. Therefore, we make a disjoint partition of the original data set D, D fix : tjC tuple t ð Þ = 0 È É
The 
Integrity violation repair
At present, the main function of integrity repair focuses on filling missing values. The repair of integrity violation tuples involves the repair of missing values in D f . The definition of internal filling is as follows: considering any two tuples t 1 and t 2 in D f based on the partition of the data set, if t 1 and t 2 have intersecting missing attributes r, then r should be filled on the attribute set of R À r ð Þ. In pattern recognition and machine learning, the k-NN algorithm 42 is a non-parametric statistical method that can be used for classification and regression. In the classification and regression, the input is a set of data containing at least k training samples in the feature space and the eigenvectors to be calculated. When k-NN is used for classification, the output is a label for classification. The decision calculation of k neighbors determines the classification result of an object. Generally, the classification determines the category assigned to the object. If k = 1, then the class of the object is directly the category of the nearest eigenvector, which is also known as the NN method. k-NN is used in regression, and the output is the attribute value of the object, which is calculated by the average value of its k-NNs.
The NN method uses the space vector model to classify cases and evaluate the possible classification of unknown category cases by calculating the distance measure from known category samples. Measuring the weights of neighbors is useful regardless of classification or regression. Thus, the weights of nearby neighbors are more important than those of distant neighbors. The disadvantage of k-NN is that it is sensitive to the local data structure. Specifically, the value calculation methods for numerical and non-numerical types of decision-making are as follows. For a numerical attribute, when d 2 D f , the first k similar tuples in D c are determined in non-null attributes, and the k decisionmaking values v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k are obtained, which are filled with the value of k. For classification and text attributes, the class with the most occurrences is used as filling value v fix , as shown in equation (5) v fix = arg max
If the class with the most frequent occurrence is not unique, then the value of the class with the nearest point in the two types of points is used as the patching value. If the value can only be taken as an integer, then the result of the calculation v fix is rounded as a repair value. For classification attributes, the average value of k decision values is used as a fill value.
For each element in a set, KnnJoin calculates its k-NNs in another set. For R and S datasets that have the same number of attributes, two tuple distance metrics dis(r, s) exist. The set of k-NN elements of tuple r in data set S is defined as knn(r, S), which presents the set of all tuples in S and the previous k-NN tuple of r.
On this basis, knnJoin(R, S) of data sets R and S are recorded as follows knn(r, S) = arg min s2S (dis(r, s)) ð6Þ
In knnJoin, the number of attributes of the two data sets is the same. However, after partitioning the original data set according to the integrity measure, the number of attributes of the two data sets can be considered unequal. The reason is that when calculating the similarity between the tuple to be filled and all the complete tuples, the attributes of all the vacancy values on the tuple to be filled are excluded. Moreover, the vacancy attributes in the tuple to be filled are not entirely equal. Thus, not all attributes in R and S cannot be calculated. This problem is a knnJoin-like problem. Unlike knnJoin, the knnJoin(R, S) problem involves finding the elements near the first k in S for each element in R. In the filling problem, the missing attributes of each missing tuple in R are different, and the missing degree of each tuple affects the attribute set included in the calculation.
The k-NN algorithm needs to determine the value of k. We define a method to evaluate the quality of k decision points obtained by k-NN when the neighbor parameter is k. We set the neighbor parameter of k-NN to be a little large and store it as n. Then, we calculate the average value of the first i points. The distance between these points and the target point is considered the quality measure. Based on this metric, we take the i value of the smallest distance among these distances as the NN parameter k. The classification algorithm CalcClsAttrDis to calculate the distance among the attributes of each category is shown. This method 
Experimental study
This section demonstrates the improvement of data availability by DRAV through experiments. We conducted three experiments on consistency violation detection and repair based on xCFDs, repair based on main data and integrity violation detection, and repair based on mean-k-NN.
Data sets and environment
Two IoT open data sets were used instead of actual sensor data. Data Set I (Hubway Data Visualization Challenge) has nine numerical attributes and six classification attributes, totaling to 1 million records. Data Set II (Gas Sensor Array Drift Data Set) consists of 16 numerical attributes, totaling 13,000 records.
All the experiments in this section were run on a distributed cluster. Five physical nodes were implemented on CentOS 7.3, MySQL 5.5, and Hadoop 2.7 with an Intel E3 CPU running at 3.4 GHz and with 16 GB of memory.
Detection and repair experiment of consistency violation based on xCFDs
In this experiment, the proposed method of consistency violation based on xCFDs is evaluated on Data Set I. Analysis of violation detect precision, repair quantity, repair precision, and running time comparison are partially focused. Based on the experimental data and the domain knowledge of the attributes, four constraint rules with different constraints of CFDs, eCFDs and xCFDs were generated, which cover most of the data sets. The tuples in Data Set I were randomly selected to make them violate the four rules.
Violation detect precision analysis. In this section, the influence of the proposed xCFDs on efficiency is considered by detect precision analysis. Since the detection results of consistency violations are deterministic, the respective detection accuracy results depend on the ratio of the consistency violations randomly generated on each rule. Due to the limitation of expression ability, the rule semantics of xCFDs cannot be expressed in CFDs and eCFDs. Meanwhile, the semantics of eCFDs cannot be expressed in CFDs. Therefore, CFDs cannot detect the constraints expressed by xCFDs. As shown in Figure 6 , xCFDs have a better performance on the detection precision than CFDs and eCFDs at the same violation rate.
Violation repair quantity analysis. In this section, the repair situations under different error rates of raw data are investigated. We examined the total number of CFD and xCFD based repairs. As shown in Figure 7 , with the increase in error rate, the number of detected error tuples increases gradually, and the ratio of xCFDs to CFDs in the number of repairs increases with the increase in data scale. Combined with the previous experimental results, xCFDs' enhanced expression ability in constraint semantics helps describe data errors. These rules with an appropriate repair algorithm can be used for error detection and correction. This result indicates that these xCFDs are better than classical CFDs.
Violation repair precision analysis. In this section, the performance of the overall repair precision for CFDs and xCFDs is demonstrated. The error rate of each group is set according to the above group. Figure 8 shows the error repair accuracy of CFDs and xCFDs with different error rates. The constraints of using sets are weaker than using constants, especially in repair operations, due to the enhanced expressive ability of xCFDs. Overall, in the process of xCFD repair, the conflict between rules and data also increases, leading to the determinacy of the overall repair decline. Thus, repair accuracy also decreases. However, the decline rate is acceptable, and the impact on repair capacity is low.
Running time analysis. In this section, the influence of the proposed xCFDs on efficiency is considered by running time analysis between stand-alone SQL and Hadoop. As shown in Figure 9 , the efficiency of Hadoop has apparent advantages than stand-alone SQL. With the increase in data volume, the time gap becomes increasingly significant. On the contrary, the time reduction of the Hadoop version gradually decreases, indicating that a complicated relationship exists among data volume, error rate, and parallelism. In summary, the proposed xCFDs have proper parallel detection and repair effect for data consistency violation.
Detection and repair experiment of consistency violation based on main data The problem is the distortion of the multi-table join problem. Two schemes can be used depending on the quantity of main data. Initially, 20% of the data set was intercepted as the main data. Accordingly, an attribute value (which does not change the value of the ID primary key attribute for record repair) was set to null randomly in the tuple of the original data set. Moreover, the number of tuples containing null values was 4%-20% of the total tuple number. When the main data and the data to be repaired had proper primary key constraints, the results of error detection and repair were determined. Therefore, we focused on the repair results of MapJoin and ReduceJoin under different error rates.
Running time analysis. In this section, the influence of the proposed MapJoin on efficiency is considered by running time analysis. As shown in Figure 10 , MapJoin implemented using distributed cache is much more efficient than ReduceJoin. It is because MapJoin does not need to allocate the two tables and then be judged and connected by the reducer. When the amount of data is small, the cost of copying the main data to slave nodes is lower than that of the reduce operation. Thus, the approach can be used as an acceleration method.
Detection and repair experiment of integrity violation
In this experiment, the proposed method of integrity violation is evaluated on Data Set II. Analysis of tuple distance and running time comparison are partially focused. Data Set II was used to select 5%-30% tuples randomly in the original data, from which an attribute value was set to be empty. The repair effects of mean- k-NN and fixed-value-NN were compared. The initial value of mean-k-NN was set to 25, and the fixed-value was set to different values.
To meet the experiment requirements, the frequency of each class in all classified attributes was collected in statistical data, and the distance between classes of all attributes is calculated. The calculation results were saved for subsequent use. The data sets were partitioned, and the input was detected in the mapping process to detect and repair integrity violations further. For the results after mapping, the distance of the internal partition elements was calculated. If the map is reduced directly after the mapping, then the results of all lists will be judged. The list in each partition only needs to maintain the minimum of the first k. The specific operation was accomplished through Combine, which is a mechanism of reducing traffic in the Hadoop framework. It can customize the operation before reduction to merge the local map results once, which can be regarded as the local reduction process. Subsequently, we intercepted the first k elements of the reserved distance list in the local partition, reduced the follow-up data and node traffic. Then we dynamically selected the values of k for each tuple to be filled by the reducing operation and filled the work according to the complete tuple data corresponding to these values.
Tuple distance analysis. In this section, the influence of the mean-k-NN method on efficiency is considered by tuple distance analysis. As shown in Figure 11 , the longitudinal axis is the Euclidean distance between the repair tuple and the actual tuple. The method in mean-k-NN has an excellent dynamic effect, and in most cases, it can be close to the value of the k with the best filling effect.
Running time analysis. In this section, the influence of the Combine process on efficiency is considered by running time analysis. Given that the Combine process only attempts to intercept the first k value in the sub-list, it cannot affect the result of the repair value. Only the run times of the combine and non-combine processes are considered. Both processes involve mean-k-NN repair on data with different error rates. When the number of nodes is fixed, the efficiency of using the combined mechanism is much higher than that of using conventional methods that do not intercept local lists in Figure 12 . The efficiency gap between them increases with the increase in error rate. Moreover, the reasonable use of the intermediate process can reduce the unnecessary amount of calculation and information exchange, thereby improving the operational efficiency.
Discussion
In this article, a series of algorithms described in the MapReduce form on Hadoop have been proposed in the previous section. In research on data consistency with xCFDs, ConsistencyRepair adopts a repair strategy similar to the Standalone mode. It marks and repairs the unit group errors, classifies multiple groups to mark and repair, and resolves the conflict of the repair values. The experimental results show that the detection accuracy of xCFDs is improved compared with that of CFD and eCFD methods, and the enhanced expression ability of xCFDs in constraint semantics can describe data errors. These rules with appropriate repair algorithms can be used for error detection and correction. The ability of these improved methods is also better than that of classical CFD and eCFD methods. In research on data consistency with main data, the MapJoin method implemented by distributed cache is much more efficient than the ReduceJoin method because it does not need to allocate two tables to be judged and connected by the reducer. In terms of integrity research, the Combine operation optimizes the calculation of the value of k in the experimental method and adopts the dynamic value of the k automatic calculation method. Combine performs better than other fixed-value k-NN algorithm. In summary, compared with classical algorithms, the performance of the framework method is improved, but it still has room for improvement. For example, in the violation detection and repair algorithm based on xCFDs, the enhancement of expression ability is accompanied by the weakening of strict constraint ability, leading to an increase in the uncertainty of the repair results. Thus, the repair rate is lower than that of CFDs. In the mean-k-NN-based integrity repair experiment, the algorithm for calculating the optimal value of k can still be improved by optimizing the distributed topology.
DRAV still has room for improvement in terms of dealing with IoT data availability violations. Future work on DRAV should focus on the following aspects: (1) calculating domain-related maintenance costs by network algorithms, (2) enhancing the functional dependencies in the data sets by mining algorithms, and (3) promoting the neighbor calculation process by using the distance coefficient in the neighbor algorithm.
Conclusion
The improvement of data availability is crucial to the credibility of IoT. Our work focused on the consistency and integrity of data availability in IoT and proposed a DRAV framework that contains a series of processing algorithms. To address the deficiency of CFD in expressing data consistency, DRAV proposes an extension of CFD in semantics to enhance the expressive ability on rule constraints. Under the existing theory of error detection and correction, DRAV proposes a corresponding SQL query and standalone detection algorithm and a heuristic standalone repair scheme. Main data are formally defined by FD, which integrates highquality data into a theoretical system of CFD and clarifies the guiding significance of high-quality data for error detection and repair. In distance measurement, a k-means method is used to compute normalized distances for IoT data to ensure the rationality of distance measurement between tuples. DRAV also uses a method to evaluate the value of the first k decision points to determine the actual number of neighbors. To verify the correctness and acceleration ratio of each algorithm in the distributed computing platform, a series of algorithms based on the MapReduce programming framework were proposed. The results of the corresponding experiments showed that DRAV improves the data availability of IoT by detecting and repairing violations with better performance than existing methods.
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